METS Temperature, SST and Wind Speed for BTM Deployment 23
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BTM Deployment 23: Salinity Stack Plot

Figure 8
BTM Deployment 23: Time Series of Pressure
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BTM Deployment 23: FLR at 11m

BTM Deployment 23: FLR at 34m

BTM Deployment 23: FLR at 71m
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BTM Deployment 23: 11–m Radiance ($L_u$)
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BTM Deployment 23: 34–m Radiance ($L_u$)
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BTM Deployment 23: 71–m Radiance ($L_u$)
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Figure 15: Deployment 23: Time Series of Hourly Average Zonal Currents (cm/s)
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Deployment 23: Time Series of Hourly Average Meridional Currents (cm/s)

Figure 16
Deployment 23: Time Series of Hourly Average Meridional Currents (cm/s)

Figure 16 (Continued)
Figure 17

BTM Deployment 23: 6–hr Average Time Series Current Vectors from the ADCP